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The primary objective of this presentation is to expose government, industry, and
academic scientists to work underway at NASA-Ames towards the application of CFD to
the powered lift area. One goal of our research is to produce the technologies which will be
required in the application of numerical techniques to, for example, the Supersonic STOVL
program.
In the presentation, we will summarize our progress to date on the following specific
projects:
Jet in ground effect with crossflow
Jet in a crossflow
Delta planform with multiple jets in ground effect
Integration of CFD with thermal and acoustic analyses
Improved flow visualization techniques for unsteady flows
YAV-8B Harrier simulation program
E-7 simulation program
Additional work is underway at NASA-Ames in the development of turbulence models and
solution adaptive grid techniques suitable for the powered lift area, and the simulation of
USB configurations. However, this work is not included here due to space constraints.
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